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Vincent Blondel
University of Louvain

10:20AM–11:00AM

Geography, community and privacy in
complex networks
Many complex networks have their nodes
distributed in space. In this talk, I will
describe various recent results for spatially
distributed networks. In particular, I will
report results obtained from a community detection method on a large network
constructed from communications between
millions of mobile phone users at a country
level. I will quantify in this network the
decrease with distance of connection probability between mobile phone users and
will describe a conjecture about a possible
explanation for the observed decrease. If
time permits, I will finally describe a surprising and unexplained connection between
how people relocate in the US and the
eigenvectors of a matrix constructed from
the relocation network.
Jari Saramäki
Aalto University

11:00AM–11:40AM

Path lengths, correlations, and
spreading dynamics in temporal
networks
In temporal networks, where nodes are
connected through sequences of temporary
events, information or resources can only
flow through paths that follow their timeordering. The properties of these temporal
paths play a crucial role in dynamic processes: consider, e.g., simple SI spreading
dynamics, whose speed is determined by
the time it takes to complete such paths.
I will discuss temporal path lengths and
distances, their measurement, and their
relationship to static graph distances. With
the help of time-domain null models, one
can also measure the effects of temporal
correlations and heterogeneities, such as
burstiness, on temporal distances and
spreading processes. These effects may
be very different: in human communication
networks, temporal heterogeneities are
seen to increase temporal distances and
slow down spreading dynamics, whereas in
an air transport network their effect is the
opposite.
Renaud Lambiotte
FUNDP

11:40AM–12:20PM

The personality of popular Facebook
users
Social science aims at understanding how
large-scale behaviour emerges from the
intrinsic properties of a large number of

individuals and their pairwise interactions.
Contrary to network connectivity, whose
organization has been explored in email or
mobile phone data, the psychological profile
of large-scale populations has not been
studied so far. In this work, we have analyzed data from a highly-popular Facebook
application that is able to survey a very
large number of Facebook users with peerreviewed personality tests. Based on test
results, we study the relationship between
network importance (number of Facebook
contacts) and personality traits, the first
of its kind on a large number of subjects
(400,000). We test to which extent two
prevalent viewpoints hold. That is, sociometrically popular Facebook users (those
with many social contacts) are the ones
whose personality traits either predict many
offline (real world) friends or predict propensity to maintain superficial relationships. We
find that the strongest predictor for number
of friends in the real world (Extraversion) is
also the strongest predictor for number of
Facebook contacts. We then verify a widely
held conjecture that has been put forward
by literary intellectuals and scientists alike
but has not been tested: people who have
many social contacts on Facebook are the
ones who are able to adapt themselves
to new forms of communication, present themselves in likable ways, and have
propensity to maintain superficial relationships. We show that there is no statistical
evidence to support such a conjecture.

Erik Sonnhammer
Stockholm University

1:40PM–2:10PM

FunCoup: Global protein networks by
Bayesian integration
Interactomes computationally predicted via
data integration are becoming an increasingly popular tool and context for biological
research. However merging disparate data
sources and presenting relevant parts of a
global network is not trivial. FunCoup, an
optimised Bayesian framework and a web
resource, was developed to resolve these issues. FunCoup provides a number of uniqe
features. (1) It annotates network edges
with confidence scores in support of different kinds of interactions – physical interaction, protein complex member, metabolic
or signalling link. (2) It supports selective
usage of eight different types of evidence.
(3) It provides on-line ‘comparative interactomics’ where a subnetwork in one species
is aligned to an orthologous subnetwork in
another species. FunCoup predictions were
validated on independent cancer mutation
data. The networks, which are the largest

interactome reconstructions to
date for nine eukaryotes, are freely
available for download and query
at http://FunCoup.sbc.su.se. In
a recently published study, FunCoup was
used to analyse cancer gene networks and
to search for genes that are linked to known
cancer genes in the network. This resulted
in 1891 new candidates for cancer genes in
total, 185 of which are linked to more than
10 known cancer genes. These genes are
thus predicted to be central in processes
associated with cancer, and an example of
how network analysis can generate hypotheses relevant to medicine.
2:10PM–2:50PM
Sebastian Bernhardsson
Niels Bohr Institute
Structural correlations in bacterial
metabolic networks
The metabolism of an organism makes
up a very well defined network of reactions catalyzed by enzymes. These highly
complex networks has presumably evolved
from a simple primordial metabolism, from
where they have diversified and specialized under the constraints of an underlying
biochemistry. But how diverse are these
networks? How much do they have in common, what can an ensemble of metabolic
networks tell us about there common past,
to what extent does a common core exist,
and how does the underlying biochemical
constraints influence the network evolution? We here address these questions by
studying the overlap of the metabolic-reaction networks of 134 bacterial species. We
introduce the concept of organism degree
(OD), the number of organism in which the
reaction is present. Network analysis shows
that common reactions are found in the
center of the network, and that the average
OD decreases as we move to the periphery.
Also, nodes of the same OD are more likely
to be connected to each other compared to
a random OD relabeling. Our results lend
additional support to the importance of
horizontal gene transfer during metabolic
evolution, and suggest that the biochemical
constraints can help both to diversify and
narrow down metabolic evolution.

Yong-Yeol Ahn
Northeastern University

2:50PM–3:20PM

Flavor network and the principles of
food pairing
Animals, especially omnivores, feed selectively to fulfill energy needs and nutrient
requirements, guided by chemical cues
perceived as flavors. Among animals,
humans exhibit the most diverse array of
culinary practice. The diversity raises the
question whether there are any general
patterns of ingredient combination that
transcend individual tastes and cuisines.
We introduce a flavor network that captures
the chemical similarity between culinary ingredients. Together with recipe datasets of
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various cuisines, the flavor network
shows that Western cuisines have
a tendency to use ingredient pairs
that share many flavor compounds,
supporting the food pairing hypothesis used
in molecular gastronomy. By contrast, East
Asian cuisines tend to avoid compound
sharing ingredients.

Kwang-Il Goh
Korea University

3:20PM–3:50PM

Blocs, multiplexity, and global
economic crises
Persistent recurrence of global economic
crises throughout economic history calls
for understanding of their generic features.
Given the ever highly interconnected nature
of the global economic system, a network
dynamics approach may provide some key
insights toward this goal. In this talk, we
discuss how the connectivity patterns of
the global economic system would affect
the spreading of crises from the perspective of collective network dynamics. Using
a cascading-failure-type toy model, we
show how the dynamics of crisis spreading
is shaped by local and global connectivity
profiles of the global economic network. We
also discuss the perspective of multiplex
network modeling and its implications to
the assessment of systemic risk.
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9:00AM–9:40AM
Aaron Clauset
University of Colorado at Boulder
The trouble with community detection
Modular structures in complex networks
can be extremely important for understanding the functional, dynamical, evolutionary
and robustness properties of networks,
and are widely believed to be ubiquitous in
complex social, biological and technological
networks. Most of the empirical evidence
in support of the modular hypothesis,
however, is indirect and derived from “community” or module detection algorithms. In
general, however, these techniques do not
yield unambiguous results and their objective performance in scientific contexts is
not well understood. In this talk, I’ll discuss
some of the problems with the existing
popular community detection frameworks
and show that even in simple contexts they
can produce highly counter-intuitive results.
A consequence is that probably none of
the existing claims of modular structure in,
for example, biological networks should be
trusted and there remains a great deal of

Verónica Ramenzoni
MPI Psycholinguistics

4:10PM–4:50PM

Joint coordinative structures: Nested
processes of intrapersonal and
interpersonal coordination
In recent years, research in the field of
social interactions has focused on the
exploration of the coordinative structures
that substantiate joint task performance.
Coordinative structures or synergies refer to
online the soft-assembly of neuromuscular
elements that function as a collective unit.
Synergies exploit neuromotor redundancies to provide multiple, equivalent motor
solutions while also providing stability via
reciprocal compensations for unwanted
perturbations and fluctuations. It has
been proposed that synergies can exist at
the interpersonal scale as well as at the
scale of an individual actor’s neuromotor system. This project proposes a novel
methodological approach for quantifying
how synergies at the interpersonal and
intrapersonal scales respond to changes
in task constraints in the context of a
joint performance. Principal component
analysis (PCA) is used to identify relevant
interpersonal and intrapersonal coordinative modes for the single and joint performance, and cross-recurrence quantification
analysis (CRQA) was combined with PCA in
order to quantify the degree and stability of
interpersonal coordination across intrapersonal coordinative modes. The composition
and number of coordinative modes varied
for joint compared to single performance,
and that interpersonal coordination across
the first coordinative mode increased in
degree and stability for joint compared to
single performance. Overall, these findings
indicate that joint coordinative structures
are affected by the nature of the task
work to be done to test the modular-organization hypothesis in such contexts. I’ll conclude with some forward-looking thoughts
about the general problem of identifying
network modules from connectivity data
alone, and the likelihood of circumventing
these problems using, for instance, notions
of functionality and robustness.

Martin Rosvall
Umeå University

9:40AM–10:20AM

Hierarchical organization of large
integrated systems
Ever since Aristotle, organization and
classification have been cornerstones of
science. In network science, categorization
of nodes into modules with communitydetection algorithms has proven indispensable to comprehending the structure of
large integrated systems. But in real-world
networks, the organization rarely is limited
to two levels, and modular descriptions can
only provide cross sections of much richer
structures. For example, both biological and
social systems are often characterized by

performed and the constraints it places on
joint and individual performance.

Helena Buhr
Northwestern University

4:50PM–5:30PM

Network formation among future
business elites
We use a dataset of email communication
to document the formation of social relationships between students in a prestigious
MBA program. First, we analyze how new relationships form day by day during students’
time in the program. Our dataset starts
before students’ arrival on campus and it
offers an unique opportunity to understand
the inception of a social network. Second,
we examine how students’ social connections affect their financial donations to the
school at the time of graduation. Especially,
we highlight how clustering and network
turnover influence students’ integration in
the MBA community and subsequently their
donations.

Fredrik Liljeros
Stockholm University

5:30PM–6:10PM

Human sexual networks
Sexually transmitted infections continue to
be a severe health problem. In this talk I will
present and discuss a variety of explanations that have been advanced on why this
type of disease is so hard to eradicate,
despite the fact that the contact by which
it is spread is far less frequent than is the
case with most other infectious diseases.
We conclude that several processes and
mechanisms facilitate the spread of sexually infected diseases, and that both broad
and targeted intervention is therefore
needed to eradicate such diseases.
hierarchical organization with submodules
in modules over multiple scales. In many
real-world networks, directed and weighted
links represent the constraints that the
structure of a network places on dynamical processes taking place on this network.
Networks thus often represent literal or
metaphorical flows: people surfing the web,
passengers traveling between airports,
ideas spreading between scientists, funds
passing between banks, and so on. This
flow through a system makes its components interdependent to varying extents. In
my talk, I will present our information-theoretic approach to reveal the multiple levels
of interdependences between the nodes of
a network.
10:40AM–11:20AM
Sune Lehmann
Technical University of Denmark
Community structure in densely
connected networks
We know that communities in networks
often overlap such that nodes simultaneously belong to several groups. Additionally,

many networks are known to possess hierarchical organization, where communities
are recursively grouped into a hierarchical
structure. However, when each and every
node belongs to more than one group, a
single global hierarchy of nodes cannot capture the relationships between overlapping
groups. Here we define communities as
groups of links rather than nodes and show
that this approach reconciles the ideas
underlying overlapping communities and
hierarchical organization. Link communities
naturally incorporate overlap while revealing hierarchical organization. We discuss
the proper validation of detected communities and show examples of relevant link
communities in a number of networks,
including major biological networks such as
protein–protein interaction and metabolic
networks, and show that a large social
network contains hierarchically organized
community structures spanning inner-city to
regional scales while maintaining pervasive
overlap.
11:20AM–12:00PM
Jevin West
University of Washington
From document delivery to document
discovery: Automated mapping of the
network ecology of science at the
article level
As Derek de Solla Price famously noted in
1965, the scientific literature forms a vast
network. The nodes of this network are
the millions of published articles, and they
are linked to one another by citations and
footnotes. This network grows dynamically
and organically, doubling in size every ten
to twenty years. It is within this growing
network ecosystem that scholars conduct
their research. But how does one find his
or her way around a vast edifice in which
new rooms, corridors, vestibules, and wings
are continually added on an ever-expanding
foundation? We propose that the revolution
in digital scholarship provides the raw material, that when combined with intelligent
algorithms, can resolve this problem. Our
general approach is to infer a hierarchical
map of science from citation
data, and then label the structures on this
map using an information-theoretic analysis
of the full text of papers we are studying.
We are currently scaling this technique to
the full universe of scholarly publication, so
that researchers may always be navigating
with maps that are current not to years but
to days.
1:30PM–2:10PM
Jordi Bascompte
Estación Biológica de Doñana, CSIC
Plant-animal mutualistic networks: The
architecture of biodiversity
The mutualistic interactions between plants
and the animals that pollinate them or
disperse their seeds can form complex networks involving hundreds of species. These
coevolutionary networks are highly hetero-

geneous, nested, and built upon weak and
asymmetric links among species. Such
general architectural patterns increase
network robustness to random extinctions
and maximize the number of coexisting
species. Therefore, mutualistic networks
can be viewed as the architecture of biodiversity. However, because pylogenetically
similar species tend to play similar roles in
the network, extinction events trigger nonrandom coextinction cascades. This implies
that taxonomic diversity is lost faster than
expected if there was no relationship
between phylogeny and network structure.
I will conclude by exploring the trade-offs
between a species’ relative contribution to
the above patterns of network architecture,
and its own survival probability.
2:10PM–2:40PM
Örjan Bodin
Stockholm Resilience Centre
Archetypical micro-configurations of
social-ecological systems: A bottom-up
network approach in studying complex
social-ecological systems
When conceptualizing integrated socialecological systems (SES), the modeling
approaches commonly applied are often (a)
based in ecology with social aspects added
afterwards, or (b) based in social science
with aspects of the natural environment
added afterwards. So far there are few integrated conceptual modeling approaches
that, from start, fully embrace the complex
linkages that exists between societies and
nature. We argue that this is needed to
advance the understanding of SES. Also,
given the complexity of SES, there is a
need for conceptual modeling approaches
that can simplify while still retaining the
essential characteristics of a complex
SES. As a response to this challenge, the
generic systems perspective of network
analysis has been suggested as a way
to better capture, and make explicit, the
inevitable and complex interrelation that exist between the natural and social subsystems. In such a model, all different social
and ecological entities making up a SES
are modeled as a set of interdependent
nodes in a social-ecological network. Since
neither the social nor the ecological parts
are given any precedence in such model,
new and novel transdisciplinary approaches
seems feasible. Although an interesting and
promising overall suggestion, it is however
not entirely clear how such approach could,
in detail, be applied in researching SES. In
this work we contribute to such development by conceptualizing SES as a set of
different network-based archetypical SES
configurations each retains some important
and irreducible characteristics of a complex
SES. These micro-configurations (motifs)
are constructed following the general
assumption that any non-trivial SES must
consist of multiple actors and multiple natural resources that all are interconnected in
different ways. From a bottom-up perspective, a minimal set of social and ecological
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entities representing any non-trivial
SES would consist of two social actors and two ecological resources;
i.e. a four-node representation of a
social-ecological network. Such a set of two
plus two social and ecological nodes can be
interconnected in a finite number of ways,
and each specific pattern of interconnecting
links among the four nodes correspond to a
specific SES motif. We further characterize
each motif, based on its pattern of links,
using four key variables: social connectivity,
ecological connectivity, substitutability, and
competition/exclusion. Based on these variables and their interaction, and by drawing
from insights from SES research, we then
describe each motif in terms of its main
challenges and opportunities for natural
resource governance. Using this approach,
it is possible to decompose any larger
SES represented as a social-ecological
network into these basic building blocks. A
statistical analysis can then be applied to
investigate if and to what extent the different motifs appear in the larger SES. This
exercise can potentially inform on the main
challenges and opportunities that prevail
in the larger SES, and in using a multi-case
study approach possible interaction effects
among the different motifs can be investigated. We illustrate this using a case study
from Madagascar. We finally show one way
to further elaborate into the characterization of the motifs using controlled experiments in lab.

Sebastian Funk
Institute of Zoology

2:40PM–3:10PM

Identifying diseases of unknown origin
using network theory
Community structure is a ubiquitous feature
of complex networks, and methods for
its detection has gained much attention
in recent years. Beyond the study social
networks with well defined links, these
methods can be generalised to operate on
any dataset in which different entities are
similar in one or more traits, and be used
to identify meaningful groupings. Here,
we describe the application of network
theory and methods for finding community
structure to identify undiagnosed disease
outbreaks reported in online surveillance
systems. The efficacy of these programs is
often inhibited by the anecdotal nature of
informal or rumour-based reporting, and
uncertainty of pathogen identity. We create
associations between disease outbreaks
and and their symptoms, case fatality ratio,
and seasonality, and represent them in an
abstract network. We train the model with
a set of outbreaks reports of 10 known
infectious diseases causing encephalitis
and combine methods for community detection with an optimisation procedure for
symptom weights to generate networks of
maximal modularity. We then use these to
determine a most probable identification for
97 outbreaks of encephalitis reported in an
online surveillance system as undiagnosed
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or ‘mystery illness’, by determining
the best association with communities in the reference networks. This
illustrates the general use of methods from network analysis for the study of
datasets even where links are not obvious
physical entities but mere measures of
similarity.

Juyong Park
Kyung Hee University

3:10PM–3:50PM

Linear and optimization hamiltonians
in random graph modeling
Exponential random graph theory is the
complex network analog of the canonical
ensemble theory from statistical physics.
While it has been particularly successful in
modeling networks with specified degree
distributions, a naïve model of a clustered
network using a graph Hamiltonian linear in
the number of triangles has been shown to
undergo an abrupt transition into an unrealistic phase of extreme clustering via triangle
condensation. Here we study a non-linear
graph Hamiltonian that explicitly forbids
such a condensation and show numerically that it generates an equilibrium phase
with specified intermediate clustering. We
also discuss some applications based on
Hamiltonian-based graph theory.

Lada Adamic
University of Michigan

4:10PM–4:50PM

Co-evolution of network structure and
content
Network time series can be used to track
and predict the co-evolution of structure

across different networks, and between
a network’s structure and its communicated content. We formulate a measure,
temporal conductance, that captures how
unexpected a particular network is given
its past evolution. We find that structure in
one network can not only correlate with the
concurrent structure in another network
over the same nodes, but can also help
predict how the second network will evolve.
We also find that the entropy of what is
being communicated is captured and can
be predicted by the shape of the communication network. Smaller, denser networks,
with less reciprocity and clustering correspond to more uniform information content,
while diminished temporal conductance is
indicative of greater change in communicated content.

Kimmo Kaski
Aalto University

4:50PM–5:30PM

Simulation of opinion formation driven
communities in coevolving social
networks
Here we model the dynamics of opinion formation in human societies by a co-evolution
process involving two distinct time scales of
fast transaction and slower network evolution dynamics. In the transaction dynamics
we take into account short-range interactions as discussions between individuals
and long-range interactions to describe the
attitude to the overall mood of society. The
latter is handled by a uniformly distributed
parameter, assigned randomly to each
individual, as quenched personal bias. The
network evolution dynamics is realized by
rewiring the societal network due to state
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9:00AM–9:40AM
Thilo Gross
MPI Physics of Complex Systems

Sergey Dorogovtsev
University of Aveiro

9:40AM–10:20AM

Fairness and coordination in selforganized collaboration networks
We study the self-assembly of a complex
network of collaborations among selfinterested agents. The agents can maintain
different levels of cooperation with different partners. Further, they continuously,
selectively, and independently adapt the
amount of resources allocated to each of
their collaborations in order to maximize
the obtained payoff. We show analytically
that the system approaches a state in
which the agents make identical investments, and links produce identical benefits.
Despite this high degree of social coordination some agents manage to secure privileged topological positions in the network
enabling them to extract high payoffs. Our
analytical investigations provide a rationale for the emergence of unidirectional
nonreciprocal collaborations and different
responses to the withdrawal of a partner
from an interaction that have been reported
in the psychological literature.

Solution of the explosive percolation
quest
Until recently, the percolation phase
transitions were believed to be continuous,
however, in 2009, a remarkably different, discontinuous phase transition was
reported in a new so-called “explosive
percolation” problem. Each new link in this
problem is established by a specific optimization process. We develop the exact theory
of this phenomenon and explain its nature.
Applying strict analytical arguments to a
wide representative class of models for the
infinite system size limit, we show that the
“explosive percolation” transition is actually
continuous though with an uniquely small
critical exponent of the percolation cluster
size. These transitions provide a new class
of critical phenomena in irreversible systems and processes. We obtain a complete
description of the scaling properties of
these second order transitions. For all these
models, we find the scaling functions and
the full set of critical exponents, and, also,
the upper critical dimensions which turn out
to be remarkably low, close to 2.

variable changes as a result of transaction
dynamics. The main consequence of this
complex dynamics is that communities
emerge in the social network for a range of
values in the ratio between time scales. In
this paper we focus our attention on the attitude parameter α and its influence on the
conformation of opinion and the size of the
resulting communities. We present numerical studies and extract interesting features
of the model that can be interpreted in
terms of social behaviour.

Albert-László Barabási
Northeastern University

5:30PM–6:10PM

Controllability of complex networks
The ultimate proof of our understanding of
natural or technological systems is reflected
in our ability to control them. While control
theory offers mathematical tools to steer
engineered and natural systems towards
a desired state, we lack a framework to
control complex self-organized systems.
Here we develop analytical tools to study
the controllability of an arbitrary complex
directed network, identifying the set of
driver nodes whose time-dependent control
can guide the system’s entire dynamics. We
apply these tools to several real networks,
finding that the number of driver nodes is
determined mainly by the network’s degree
distribution. We show that sparse inhomogeneous networks, which emerge in many
real complex systems, are the most difficult
to control, but dense and homogeneous
networks can be controlled via a few driver
nodes. Counterintuitively, we find that in
both model and real systems the driver
nodes tend to avoid the hubs.

Roberta Sinatra
University of Catania

10:40AM–11:10AM

Networks of motifs from sequences of
symbols
There are many examples in biology, in
linguistics and in the theory of dynamical
systems, where information resides and
has to be extracted from corpora of raw
data consisting in sequences of symbols.
For instance, a written text in English or in
another language is a collection of sentences, each sentence being a sequence
of the letters from a given alphabet. Not
all sequences of letters are possible, since
the sentences are organized on a lexicon
of a certain number of words. In addition to
this, different words are used together in a
structured and conventional way. Similarly,
in biology, DNA nucleotides or aminoacidic
sequence data can be seen as corpora of
strings. Many results have shown proteins
are far from being a random assembly
of peptides and DNA sequences show
non-trivial statistical properties. All this
gives meaning to the metaphor of DNA and
protein sequences regarded as texts written
in a still unknown language. Sequences of
symbols can also be found in time series

generated by dynamical systems. In fact,
a trajectory in the phase space can be
transformed into sequence of symbols, by
the so-called “symbolic dynamic” approach.
In all the examples mentioned above, the
main challenge is to decipher the message contained in the corpora of data
sequences, and to infer the underlying rules
that govern their production. We propose
a general method to construct networks
out of any symbolic sequential data. The
method is based on two different steps:
first it extracts in a “natural” way motifs,
i.e. those recurrent short strings which play
the same role words do in language; then it
represents correlations of motifs within sequences as a network. Important information from the original data are embedded in
such a network and can be easily retrieved
as we will show through diverse applications to social dialogs, biological examples
and dynamical systems. With the respect to
previous linguistic methods, our approach
does not need the a priori knowledge of a
given dictionary. All this, makes the method
very general and opens up a wide range of
applications from the study of written text,
to the analysis of different trajectories in
dynamical systems.

Vincenzo Nicosia
University of Catania

11:10AM–11:40AM

Controlling centrality in weighted
complex networks
Many centrality measures have been
proposed in the last decade to assess
the relative importance of vertices in a
complex network and to identify the role
played by each node in the network. Finding important nodes is useful to estimate
the potential damage that can be inflicted
to the structure of a network by removing
particular nodes. In this letter we show that
it is always possible to set a given eigenvector centrality for all the nodes in a weighted
network by tuning the weights of a very
small subset of nodes, called controlling
set. We introduce a measure of controllability for weighted networks based on the size
of the minimal controlling set, and propose
two greedy algorithms which are able to find
sufficiently small controlling sets. Experimental results reveal that even large real
networks have very small controlling sets,
and are therefore vulnerable to focused
changes of edge weights which can modify
the eigenvector centrality of any node.
11:40AM–12:20AM
Beom Jun Kim
Sungkyunkwan University
Kuramoto model on interdependent
networks
We explore the synchronization behavior in
the interdependent system, where the 1D
network is ferromagnetically intercoupled
to the Watts-Strogatz (WS) small-world
network. In the absence of the internetwork
coupling, the former network is well known

not to exhibit the synchronized phase at
any finite coupling strength, whereas the
latter displays the mean-field transition.
Through an analytic approach based on the
mean-field approximation, it is found that
for the weakly coupled and thus nonsynchronized 1D network becomes a heavier
burden for the synchronization process of
the WS network. As the intracoupling in the
1D network becomes stronger, the more
enhanced partial synchronization in the 1D
network makes the burden lighter. Extensive numerical simulations confirm these
expected behaviors, while exhibiting a reentrant behavior in the intermediate range
of coupling strength. The nonmonotonic
change of the critical value of JII is also
compared with the result from the numerical renormalization group calculation.

Edith Ngai
Uppsala University

1:40PM–2:10PM

Information sharing for mobile phone
users in sensing field
With the popularity and advancements of
smart phones, mobile users can interact
with the sensing facilities and exchange information with other wireless devices in the
environment by short range communications. Opportunistic exchange has recently
been suggested in similar contexts; yet we
show strong evidence that, in our application, opportunistic exchange would lead to
insufficient data availability and extremely
high communication overheads due to
inadequate or excessive human contacts in
the environment. In this paper, we present
“OppSense”, a novel design to provide efficient opportunistic information exchange
for mobile phone users in sensing field with
data repositories that tackles the fundamental availability and overhead issues.
Our design differs from conventional opportunistic information exchange in that it can
provide mobile phone users guaranteed
opportunities for information exchange regardless the number of users and contacts
in different environments. Through both
analysis and simulations, we show that the
deployment of data repositories plays a key
role in the overall system optimization. We
demonstrate that the placement of data
repositories is equivalent to a connected Kcoverage problem, and an elegant heuristic
solution considering the mobility of users
exists. We evaluate our proposed framework and algorithm with real mobile traces.
Extensive simulations demonstrate that
data repositories can effectively enhance
the data availability up to 41% in low contact environment and significantly reduce
the communication overheads to only 28%
compared to opportunistic information
exchange in high contact environment.

Birgitte Freiesleben de Blasio
University of Oslo
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Cancelled

Comparison and identification of
individual heterogeneity versus
preferential attachment in evolving
networks
Preferential attachment is a popular generative mechanism to explain the widespread observation of power law-distributed
networks. An alternative explanation for the
phenomenon is a randomly grown network
with large individual variation in growth
rates among the nodes (frailty). We derive
analytically the distribution of individual
rates, which will reproduce the connectivity
distribution that is obtained from a general
preferential attachment process (Yule
process), and present a statistical test to
distinguish the two generative mechanisms
from each other. We apply the test to two
data sets of scientific citation and sexual
partner networks. The findings from the
latter analyses argue for frailty effects as
an important mechanism underlying the
dynamics of complex networks.

Bo Söderberg
Lund University

2:10PM–2:50PM

Random Feynman graphs
Certain classes of random graphs can be
derived as the Feynman graphs for simple
quantum theories, with a statistical weight
for each graph being given by the value of
the corresponding Feynman graph. Such
models of random graphs are closely
related to a previously considered random
graph model, known as CDRG, or Colored
Degree-driven Random Graphs, where vertices are randomly equipped with a number
of colored stubs, to be randomly paired with
color-dependent preferences.

Vito Latora
University of Catania

2:50PM–3:30PM

Plain, biased and interacting random
walkers on complex nets
Random walks are the simplest way to
explore a graph. In this talk we will discuss
some of the properties of random walks
(such as equilibrium distributions, entropy
rates, and mean first-passage times) which
might have relevant applications to study
traffic fluctuations in the Internet, to design
optimal diffusion processes on correlated
or uncorrelated networks, or to achieve
the best synchronization in a system of
Kuramoto oscillators moving on a graph. In
particular, we will consider degree-biased
random walks with a jumping probability
depending on some power of the degree
of the target node. Based on whether the
exponent is positive or negative, this can
give rise to walks that favor or disfavor highdegree vertices. Finally, we will discuss a
model of interacting random walkers which
compete for the nodes of a complex network. The complementary roles of competi-
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can be useful to simulate processes which
usually take place on complex topologies
and are characterized by strong competition
among orthogonal species, such as diffu-

sion of consumer products, competition of
biotypes, and selections of languages.

Seung Ki Baek
Umeå University

Theus Hossmann
ETH Zürich

Andrzej Jarynowski
Jagiellonian University

Quantum Monte Carlo study of the
transverse-field quantum Ising model
on infinite-dimensional structures
In a number of classical statistical-physical
models, there exists a characteristic dimensionality called the upper critical dimension
above which one observes the mean-field
critical behavior. Instead of constructing
high-dimensional lattices, however, one
can also consider infinite-dimensional
structures, and the question is whether this
mean-field character extends to quantummechanical cases as well. We therefore investigate the transverse-field quantum Ising
model on the globally coupled network and
the Watts-Strogatz small-world network by
means of quantum Monte Carlo simulations and the finite-size scaling analysis.
We confirm that both the structures exhibit
critical behavior consistent with the meanfield description. In particular, we show that
the quantum-mechanical expectation value
of spontaneous magnetization is a reliable
numerical observable to determine the
dynamic critical exponent when there is no
well-defined dimensionality.

Analysis of three dimensions of
human relations: Mobility, social and
communication interactions
In wireless peer-to-peer networks, data is
disseminated from smartphone to smartphone, whenever they are in communication range (e.g. via Bluetooth). These
networks are envisioned to complement
infrastructure networks (3G, WLAN) by
adding capacity, extending them to rural
regions, and maintaining communication in
case of disruption. The design of algorithms
and protocols for such networks is challenging, as it requires knowledge about
multiple dimensions of people’s relations:
who knows whom (social), who communicates with whom (communication) and who
meets whom (mobility). Yet, due to a lack
of data comprising all three dimensions,
research has mainly focused on analyzing
the three networks separately. We present
a preliminary analysis of data in all three
dimensions, gathered from online social
networks on the same set of nodes. To
characterize the data, we first analyze the
three networks separately and then focus
on the correlations of them.

Contact networks and the spread of
MRSA in Stockholm hospitals
Methods to analyze the contact network of
persons visiting the same care unit (on level
of ward and also second order neighborhood - clinic) is developed within the project
as well as methods to analyze in what way
network structure affects the transmission
of MRSA (meticillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus). We study matrixes of disease
transition in hospitals population (infected
versus people who could sent infection).
In stationary case: (a) We have matrixes of
estimators of that probabilities and other
statistical properties of contact networks.
In time evolution case: (b) We divided
outbreak in smaller, periodical intervals
and looked at how MRSA was spreading in
time. MCMqC (Markov Chain quasi Monte
Carlo) method and artificial networks (as
a permutations of contact’s links) help us
to understand real- and simulated-paths of
disease transition. Matrices of probabilities
(b) were used to find mechanism of change
states (vectors of all population 0-health or
1-ill).

tion and motion produce a variety
of fixed points, whose stability
depends mostly on the structure of
the underlying network. The model

Gerardo Iniguez
Aalto University
Steve Gregory
University of Bristol
Ordered and continuous community
structure in networks
Community structure in networks is often
a consequence of homophily, or assortative mixing, based on some attribute of the
vertices. For example, researchers may be
grouped into communities corresponding
to their research topic. This is possible if
vertex attributes have discrete values, but
many networks exhibit assortative mixing
on a continuous-valued attribute, such as
age or geographical location. In such cases,
no discrete communities can be identified.
We consider how the notion of community
structure can be generalized to networks
that are based on continuous-valued attributes. We also consider a hybrid type of
structure, in which discrete communities
exist but are ordered according to their attribute values.

Opinion formation in adaptive
networks
In human societies, opinion formation
is mediated by social interactions, consequently taking place on a network
of relationships and at the same time
influencing the structure of the network
and its evolution. Such opinion formation
in adaptive networks can be studied with
a dynamic agent-based network model, by
taking into account short-range interactions like discussions between individuals,
and long-range interactions like a sense for
overall mood modulated by the attitudes of
individuals. In addition the model includes
an opinion-dependent link-rewiring scheme
to describe network topology coevolution
with a slower time scale than that of the
opinion formation. We have carried out
comprehensive numerical simulations and
mean field calculations to show the importance of the separation between fast and
slow time scales resulting in the network to
organize as well-connected small communities of agents with the same opinion.

Hang-Hyun Jo
Aalto University
Circadian pattern and burstiness in
human communication activity
The temporal pattern of human communication is inhomogeneous and bursty, as
reflected by the heavy tail distribution of
the inter-event times. For the origin of this
behavior two main mechanisms have been
suggested: a) Externally driven inhomogeneities due to the circadian and weekly
activity patterns and b) intrinsic correlation
based inhomogeneity rooted deeply in the
task handling strategies of humans. Here
we address this question by providing systematic de-seasoning methods to remove
the circadian and weekly patterns from the
time series of communication events. We
find that the heavy tails of the inter-event
time distributions are robust with respect
to this procedure indicating that burstiness
is mostly caused by the latter mechanism
b). Moreover, we find that our de-seasoning
procedure improves the scaling behavior of
the distribution.

Fariba Karimi
Umeå University
Structural difference between public
and private communication in an
online community
We investigate an online community where
there are two modes of communication. Either a user can reply to others in
a public forum in such a way that we see
who comments on whom; or they can send
e-mail-like direct messages. In this data
we investigate network structures (such
as degree-distributions and assortativity),
temporal structures such as response-,
interevent times and activity levels. Furthermore, we measure combined structures
from the different communication channels
relating to social-balance theory. Among
other things, we find that in private communication, people keep feeling obliged
to reply longer than in public discussions.
We also observe a weak anti-correlation
between activity levels in public and private
communication respectively, suggesting
that different personality types drive the
large-scale structural evolution. We relate
our findings to theories of social organization and human dynamics.

Marton Karsai
Aalto university
Small but slow world: How network
topology and burstiness slow down
spreading
While communication networks show the
small-world property of short paths, the
spreading dynamics in them turns out slow.
Here, the time evolution of information
propagation is followed through communication networks by using empirical data
on contact sequences and the susceptibleinfected model. Introducing null models
where event sequences are appropriately
shuffled, we are able to distinguish between
the contributions of different impeding
effects. The slowing down of spreading
is found to be caused mainly by weighttopology correlations and the bursty activity
patterns of individuals.

Mikko Kivelä
Aalto University
Link activation sequences, waiting
times, and spreading in temporal
networks
In temporal networks links are not always
active, but the nodes are connected by
sequence of link activation events. In such
networks, the spreading of information or
infection can only happen via time respecting paths. Dynamic processes in temporal
networks are thus affected by both topological and temporal correlations. Temporal correlations in event sequences have recently
been shown to slow down the spreading in
mobile phone call networks. Most of the
slowing down on the network scale was attributed to correlations in event sequences

on links. However, there are large correlations between the sequences such as the
daily pattern and one call between nodes A
and B triggering another call between B and
C. Here we look at the event sequences of
each link separately, and calculate the average time between a node getting infected
to the next event. This is the first time when
information can be transmitted through that
link. The time when the information first
arrives to the node pair is of importance,
and we consider three ways of choosing
that time: by selecting a uniformly random
point in time, by selecting a random event
that can transfer the infection to one of the
two nodes, and finally by measuring the
infection times based on a system-wide
spreading process. Null models for the call
sequences are also employed.

Lauri Kovanen
Aalto University
Motifs in dynamic networks
We consider dynamic networks where connections are only temporarily active, and
extend the definition of traditional motifs to
event sequences. The new dynamic motifs
take into account the exact timing and direction of the events that take place on the
edges a network. We present an algorithm
that allows the identification of dynamic
motifs in very large data sets, and put it to
use to identify the short time scale interaction in a mobile phone call data.

Andrea Lancichinetti
ISI Foundation
Finding statistically significant
communities in networks
Community structure is one of the main
structural features of networks, revealing
both their internal organization and the similarity of their elementary units. In this work
we present OSLOM (Order Statistics Local
Optimization Method), a method capable to
detect clusters in networks accounting for
edge directions, edge weights, overlapping
communities, hierarchies and community
dynamics. It is based on the local optimization of a fitness function expressing
the statistical significance of clusters with
respect to random fluctuations, which is
estimated with tools of Extreme and Order
Statistics. OSLOM can be used alone or as
a refinement procedure of partitions/covers delivered by other techniques. We have
also implemented sequential algorithms
combining OSLOM with other fast techniques, so that the community structure of
very large networks can be uncovered. Our
method has a comparable performance
as the best existing algorithms on artificial
benchmark graphs. Several applications on
real networks are shown as well. OSLOM is
implemented in a freely available software
(http://www.oslom.org), and we believe
it will be a valuable tool in the analysis of
networks.

Sang Hoon Lee
Umeå University
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Exploring spatial networks with
greedy navigators
During the last decade, network research
has focused on the global structural properties. Fewer studies take the local perspective of agents traveling the network. In this
talk I will present a method that uses such
a local perspective to integrate topological
and spatial properties. This approach, we
argue, will be even more important in this
era of GPS-equipped smartphones, which
give users ability to access local geometric
information and navigate efficiently. We use
a simple greedy spatial navigation strategy
as a probe to explore spatial networks.
These greedy navigators use geometric
information to guide their moves and have
a memory of their route in the network.
We apply our method to several real-world
networks of roads and railways. The results
suggest that centrality measures have to
be modified to incorporate the navigators’
behavior. We also see that removing some
edges may actually enhance the routing
efficiency, which is reminiscent of Braess’s
paradox (caused by the conflict between
user- and global optima). Furthermore, we
present the reverse problem of optimizing
the spatial layout of networks themselves
to enhance the performance of the greedy
spatial navigation. We relate these results,
to the positioning of facilities and even architectural design to facilitate the behavior
of humans.

Sungmin Lee
Umeå University
Cooperative hierarchical structures
emerging in multiadaptive games
We investigate a game-theoretic model of
a social system where both the rules of
the game and the interaction structure are
shaped by the behavior of the agents. We
call this type of model, with several types
of feedback couplings from the behavior of
the agents to their environment, a multiadaptive game. Our model has a complex
behavior with several regimes of different
dynamic behavior accompanied by different
network topological properties. Some of
these regimes are characterized by heterogeneous, hierarchical interaction networks,
where cooperation and network topology
coemerge from the dynamics.

Atieh Mirshahvalad
Umeå University
Reinforced communication and social
navigation: remember your friends and
remember yourself
In social systems, people communicate with
each other and form groups based on their
interests. The pattern of interactions, the
network, and the ideas that flow on the network naturally evolve together. Researchers
use simple models to capture the feedback
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between changing network
patterns and ideas on
the network, but little is
understood about the role
of past events in the feedback process.
Here we introduce a simple agent-based
model to study the coupling between
peoples’ ideas and social networks, and
better understand the role of history in
dynamic social networks. We measure how
information about ideas can be recovered
from information about network structure
and, the other way around, how information
about network structure can be recovered
from information about ideas. We find that
it is in general easier to recover ideas from
the network structure than vice versa.

Hedvig Nenzén
University of Évora
Unravelling food webs
Studying large-scale temporal changes in
networks can teach us about their dynamics. The Quaternary (2.5 m.a.-10.000 years
ago) in the Iberian Peninsula was a period
of strong climatic changes, and species migrated, evolved and went extinct. However,
the highly-connected food web structure
remained robust. Large changes in the food
web only appeared after the arrival of a new
species in the ecosystem, Homo sapiens.
This coincided with the selective removal
of the largest herbivores, and an unstable
food web. We compare the resultant actual
food web to a food web produced from random removal of species. Did the addition of
a new generalist node cause the network to
cross a threshold, after which the food web
could not return to its previous structure?
We investigate how patterns of species
links interacted with species identity to
cause the unravelling of the Pleistocene
food web.

Anastasios Noulas
University of Cambridge
Factors of place preference in locationbased social networks
Geo-Social Networks have been recently

positioned at the centre of focus of the
scientific community, shifting the study
of social networks over the geographical
plane. An increasing number of mobile
phone users, report their whereabouts, connect with friends and discover new places
and neighbourhoods, creating a new source
of digital traces at the edge of convergence
of the physical and virtual space. We are
presenting an analysis of a data set from
foursquare, currently the most vibrant Location-based community. More specifically,
we are investigating a number of variables
that may or may not influence the decision
of users to checkin at a place. Our goal is to
set a foundation based on empirical data,
sourced from hundreds of thousands of
users worldwide, that will facilitate the division of models and applications for place
recommender systems and mobile user
prediction frameworks.

Raj Kumar Pan
Aalto University
Explosive percolation on real-world
networks
We study explosive percolation on large
real-world networks and show that before
the transition the percolation clusters are
related to network communities. Using
social networks and their weight-topology
correlations as examples, we demonstrate
that the explosive percolation process is a
useful tool for studying network structure.
The percolation behavior is found to depend
both on the network topology as well as on
the number of unoccupied edges chosen
for comparison during the edge selection
process.
Areejit Samal
LPTMS, CNRS
Randomizing genome-scale metabolic
networks
A network observed in a particular context
may appear to have “unusual” properties.
To quantify this, it is appropriate to randomize the network and test the hypothesis
that the network is not statistically different

from expected in a motivated ensemble.
However, when dealing with metabolic networks, the straightforward randomization of
the network generates fictitious reactions
that are biochemically meaningless. Here
we provide several natural ensembles for
randomizing such metabolic networks. A
first constraint is to use valid biochemical
reactions. Further constraints correspond
to imposing appropriate functional constraints. We explain how to perform these
randomizations and show how they allow
one to approach the properties of biological
metabolic networks. An implication of the
present work is that the observed global
structural properties of real metabolic
networks are likely to be the consequence
of simple biochemical and functional constraints.

Alcides Viamontes Esquivel
Umeå University
Compressing flow description leads
to meaningful fuzzy clustering in
networks
Infomap does clustering by compressing
the description of flow. With grbracket, we
go one step further and introduce overlaps.
That compresses the flow description even
more, and at the same time exposes the
phenomenon of the so called “free ports”
in networks: the places in the frontier of
modules where a high return ratio prescribe
those zones to belong to several modules.

Bowen Yan
University of Bristol
Finding missing data and communities
in networks with missing data
Many algorithms have been proposed for
predicting missing edges in networks, but
they do not usually take account of which
edges are missing. We focus on networks
which have “realistic” forms of missing
data, and compare algorithms that find
these missing edges. We also investigate
the effect of this kind of missing data on
community detection algorithms.

